[image: ]Request your personalized demo
By requesting a demo, you agree to receive communication from us. We’ll handle your info according to our Privacy Statement. By entering a phone number, you consent to receive phone calls and SMS from us.


First name
Last name
Phone number
Business name
Email address
Business type
Salon
Spa
Medical Spa
Fitness
Other


Number of locations
Number of staff
1 Provider
2-4 Providers
5-9 Providers
10-24 Providers
25-99 Providers
100-499 Providers
500+ Providers
1000+ Providers


Prefer email over text? Click to opt out of SMS messages















Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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Solutions

By Business
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Salon Software

Optimize the salon experience for management, employees, and guests.
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Spa Software

Take guest pampering to the next level with the software platform that does it all.
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Medical Spa Software

Future-proof and streamline your complex operation with an up-to-date cloud platform.
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Fitness Software

Let a complete software platform do the heavy lifting so you don't have to.
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Barbershop Software

Trim wait times by eliminating front desk lines with online booking and auto-pay.
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See All Solutions

Our all-in-one software streamlines all aspects of your beauty and wellness business.




By Size

Enterprise 20+ Centers

Align your organization with rapid scale and cohesive operations.

Multiple Locations 2+ Centers

Unify your brand, locations, teams with a single, seamless solution.

Single Center 5+ Providers

Grow your business and create repeat revenue with proven strategies.


By Role

Owner

Simplify by switching to a single software platform with built-in reporting.

Manager

Fewer hassles for your beauty-and-wellness staff, your clients – and you.

Service Provider

Take charge of your day, view your schedule and pay, access tips, and more.




Take a Product Tour
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Platform

Why Zenoti

Elevate Experience

Craft seamless, modern, memorable experiences for your guests and staff.

Unify Your Brand

Grow faster, scale bigger, and align your brand and operations across all locations.

Automate

Save time and maximize revenue with software that manages tedious tasks for you.


Platform Features
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Analytics & Reporting

Make strategic decisions for growth with a full overview of business data.
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Appointments & Booking

Keep your appointment book full and your providers and guests happy.
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Billing & Payments

Provide a convenient checkout experience with touchless payment options.
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Business management

Simplify day-to-day operations and get more time for growing your brand.
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Employees & Payroll

Keep your staff engaged with easy access to schedules, pay, and commissions.
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Feedback & Reviews

Gain a competitive edge with guest feedback and a five-star online reputation.
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Marketing & Sales

Drive revenue and retention with beautifully branded touchpoints.
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Mobile Solutions

Offer a seamless, modern experience for guests in store and at home.
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Rewards & Loyalty Programs

Make each guest feel special with flexible offers and rewards.






Our Story
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See All Features
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Resources

Why Zenoti

Case Studies

Discover how beauty and wellness brands overcame business challenges thanks to Zenoti.

Customer Testimonials

Hear directly from Zenoti customers sharing their experiences and successes.

Zenoti Gives Back

Zenoti's commitment to helping everyone, everywhere, feel good and find their greatness.




Industry Guidance

Benchmark Reports

View data insights and strategies from high performers in the beauty and wellness industry.

White Papers

Go deeper into topics that matter with downloadable assets from Zenoti.

Data Sheets

See how key features in Zenoti products can benefit your business.




Customer Resources

What's New

Learn about Zenoti updates and announcements that impact you.

Zenoti University

Grow your expertise, career, and business with courses that help you find your greatness.

Help Documents

Get advice and answers from the Zenoti team--and learn what's new in the platform.




Latest Blog Posts
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Top 9 benefits of using medical spa inventory software
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Webinar video: 5 ways to fill every available slot in your salon and spa schedule
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Salon spotlight: Van Michael Salon





See All Resources
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See All Blog Posts
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CompanyTestimonialsBook a demoBook a demo
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Disclaimer
Zenoti is a financial technology company and not a bank.
Checking accounts and the Zenoti Visa Debit Card provided and issued by Lewis & Clark Bank, Member FDIC. Funds deposited into Checking will be eligible for up to $250,000 of FDIC insurance.


Privacy NoticeCookie NoticeLegalTrust CenterReturns & RefundsSitemapAll Content Copyright 2024
All Rights Reserved
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